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ABSTRACT
Recent events such as the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill have highlighted the need for ocean monitoring along a specific depth horizon. A mobile underwater acoustic sensor network drifting with the pollution pattern and reporting to radio-equipped surface buoys can provide wide coverage, real-time sensing, and can be deployed efficiently. This paper investigates the feasibility of such a network application by evaluating the performance of two recent pressure routing protocols: Depth Based Routing and HydroCast for delivering sensed data from a depth-restricted layer of nodes. Previous work on these protocols has only focused on low-traffic scenarios with infrequent broadcasts made by nodes throughout the network, or with only one source node. A key contribution of this paper is an investigation of the effect that current drift has on networking. The performance of the routing protocols over time is measured, under a modified 3D Meandering Current Mobility model that takes into account lower current speeds with increased depth. Results show that even in a slow-moving coastal current, packet delivery in an initially dense network becomes unviable within 3 hours of drift. This work suggests controlled mobility management be investigated in future to extend network lifetime.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An underwater acoustic sensor network (UASN) consists of a scalable ad-hoc network comprised of low-cost sensor nodes that transmit data over multihop routes to sink nodes using acoustic communications. UASNs are envisioned to be able to provide large-scale 4D real-time monitoring of the marine environment. Applications for UASNs include ocean sampling networks, pollution monitoring, underwater exploration such as to identify resources for commercial exploitation and tactical surveillance[1]. Fixed UASNs have been set up in which nodes are set in the seabed or attached to moorings or buoys[1],[10]. Manually deploying nodes this way is more complicated and limits the scale of the network. Mobile nodes can instead be dropped in large numbers to provide continuous coverage, using a buoyancy-adjusting oil bladder system to dive to their required depth in the network and to surface for recovery and reuse[6]. The topology of a mobile 3D UASN is shown in Figure 1. As conventional radio frequency (RF) based wireless communications is only usable above the water’s surface, data is transmitted across short-range acoustic broadcast links via multi-hop routes to sink nodes on the surface, which are equipped with long-range satellite or radio transceivers to deliver the data to a monitoring station.

While mobile UASNs have been proposed for both short-term time critical applications and long-term monitoring[6], it is unclear how long the network will remain connected and how the performance of the network will evolve under drift. In particular, the speed of underwater currents has...
been measured to fall as depth increases [9], which suggests the network will tend to shear apart over time [1]. Routing protocols designed for such networks should consider the full lifetime of the deployment so that near optimal quality of service is provided when the network is initially dense and performance declines gracefully as nodes move apart.

This paper focuses on mobile UASNs consisting of untethered nodes and studies the impact current mobility has on network connectivity and the performance over time of two pressure routing protocols recently proposed for multiple-sink architecture mobile UASNs, viz., Depth Based Routing (DBR) [20] and HydroCast [11]. The protocols are evaluated in simulation where continuous sensed data, originating from the bottom network layer, needs to be delivered. Nodes drift under a realistic physically-inspired 3D mobility model — a modified version of the Meandering Current Mobility model (MCM) [5] for Lagrangian transport in coastal currents that is based off real-life observations of the Gulf Stream current. In this paper, we have extended the model to factor in maximum current speeds that vary with depth. While DBR and HydroCast have been previously compared, e.g., [11, 19], they have only considered random mobility [19] or depth-invariant mobility [11]. In addition, results have focused on the averaged performance over the entire simulation rather than the change in performance with time as the network drifts apart. This is the first attempt to study the routing of data from the bottom layer of the network to sinks on the surface. Our results show that the performance degrades significantly with time as the network becomes more dispersed.

This research is motivated by the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. As well as being the largest offshore oil spill in history [4], the disaster was also the first of its type, a deep water blowout, resulting from an explosion at the wellhead causing oil to spill out at a depth of 1500 m. In the cleanup effort, dispersants were injected directly at the wellhead that produced large underwater plumes of suspended oil particles. A new phenomena, these plumes reaching over 35 km in length were discovered to drift in a Lagrangian fashion with the currents at a depth of 1000–1200 m [4]. At that time, observations of the plumes were made by ship-based rosette sampling, remotely operated underwater vehicles (ROVs) and autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) [4]. Such techniques are expensive and small-scale, with ships requiring a crew and a long voyage time while AUVs are deployed singly and results are not gathered back until some days later when the AUV finishes its mission. Significant enhancements are possible with mobile UASNs, which are envisioned to provide large-scale dynamic monitoring coverage with data reported back in real-time from the depth horizon where the oil plume is found.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 underwater routing protocols are briefly discussed. The choice of routing protocols and the differences this performance study has with existing works are explained. Section 3 examines the mobility model used to simulate realistic drift in nodes. The scenario design and performance metrics are then defined in Section 4, where DBR and HydroCast are described in more detail. The simulation results are presented in Section 5 with a discussion. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with directions for future work.

2. RELATED WORK

A number of routing protocols have been developed over the past few years specifically for UASNs [11-13, 15, 18-20] that attempt to address the challenges presented by the harsh underwater channel. For a recent qualitative survey of UASN routing protocols, the reader is referred to [2, 7]. Most of the mobile UASN protocols being proposed use geographic routing [11, 13, 19, 20]. While geographic routing obviates the need for route request flooding and is scalable since decisions are made locally, full-dimensional node localization required by these protocols cannot always be guaranteed underwater. To overcome the lack of localization underwater, a variant known as pressure routing protocols [11, 13, 20] emerged. Sinks are located on the water’s surface, and thus, packets are forwarded upwards using the local depth or pressure information of a node and its neighbors. Depth information can be easily obtained by providing each node with an inexpensive strain gauge-based pressure sensor. As long as a packet arrives at a sink, the packet is considered to be delivered to the monitoring center, since each sink is equipped with a long-range radio for direct communications [20]. Pressure routing assumes that sinks are sufficiently distributed so that the packet is received by at least one when it reaches the surface.

The first such pressure routing protocol is DBR [20] which includes, in the packet header, the depth of the sender in the current hop. Nodes decide to forward an overhead transmission if the difference in this value and the sensor’s own internally measured depth exceeds a certain threshold. In this way nodes that provide only minimal advancement to the surface are able to ignore the packet. HydroCast [11] avoids a number of problems that occur in DBR. The primary difference is that the sender defines in the packet header a forwarding set of hidden-terminal free nodes that should attempt to forward the transmission, whereas in DBR the holding time cannot suppress transmissions from neighbors suffering from the hidden terminal problem where each node is within reception range of the previous hop but not each other. Most recently Void Aware Pressure Routing (VAPR) has been proposed in [13] and extends HydroCast by using geo-opportunistic directional data forwarding to avoid and route out of void areas. DBR and HydroCast will be further elaborated in subsections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.

The treatment of underwater mobility has been relatively lacking in the literature. Routing protocol simulations have mainly used stochastic mobility models popular in ad-hoc network research to represent the movement of free-floating nodes, most often, random waypoint [20] mobility. Such processes are not appropriate for approximating current processes. Rather than being independent, the motion of nearby nodes is expected to be highly correlated as they are being advected by the same overall current velocity field. Nodes are also not confined to the initial box where they are deployed but will drift over large distances. Previous works using DBR have simulated the protocol in a static network [19] and under random waypoint mobility [20]. Recently, physically-inspired node mobility models have been proposed such as the MCM model [5]. HydroCast and DBR are simulated using this model in [11, 13]. However, the model employed does not consider changes in current with depth and the performance of the protocols over time are not discussed, which this paper covers.
Figure 2: Average downstream velocity of the Gulf Stream at 73°W, based on measurements by Halkin and Rossby[9]

3. UNDERWATER MOBILITY MODEL

The MCM model[5] represents a meandering jet and is based off the streamfunction proposed in [3, 17] to describe the trajectories of fluid parcels in the Gulf Stream. The MCM model was originally proposed for 2D underwater networks as a realistic physically-inspired drift model and has since been employed in a number of simulations[8, 11, 13]. The movement of nodes in the model is defined by the nondimensional streamfunction[5]

\[
\psi(x, y, z, t) = 1 - \tanh\left(\frac{y - B(t) \sin(k(x - ct))}{\sqrt{1 + k^2 B^2(t) \cos^2(k(x - ct))}}\right)
\]

(1)

where \(B(t) = A + \epsilon \cos(\omega t)\) and a unit of time and distance is equal in physical units to \(\psi_0^{-1} A^2\) and \(\lambda[17]\). The value \(\lambda\) determines the width of the jet and \(\psi_0\) refers to as the scale factor. The Cartesian sensor velocities \((u', v')\) in the \(x\) (eastward) and \(y\) (northward) directions are obtained by computing \(u' = -s_z \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial y}\) and \(v' = s_z \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x}\), with the terms being scaled back to real units by \(s_z = \psi_0 \lambda^{-1}\), the maximum speed in the center of the jet.

To model the realistic drift of untethered sensors in a 3D network in this paper’s simulations, we extend the MCM model by incorporating changes in current velocity with depth. Extended 3D variants of the MCM model used in [8, 11, 13] simply advect nodes by the same 2D streamfunction projected to the depth the node resides on. The Meandering Current Mobility with Surface Effect (MCM-SE) model in [8] further introduces stochastic horizontal velocity perturbations that are superposed onto the MCM velocity field, if the depth is less than 250m, in order to represent the action of wind on the ocean. However the speed of currents is known to vary along the water column. In wind-driven currents the energy of the wind is transmitted to the lower layers by the turbulent mixing of fluid parcels. The proportion of energy transferred depends on how well the layers are stratified. If there is a sharp change in density, such as can occur at a thermocline, very little turbulent mixing can occur and minimal lower layer motion is produced[14].

The MCM streamfunction is developed in [3] to explain the different trajectories of RAFOS floats deployed at various depths. The scale factor \(\psi_0\) is chosen to produce values for the maximum current speed \(s_z\) measured in the Gulf Stream[9] of 200km\(d^{-1}\) on the surface and decreasing to 50km\(d^{-1}\) at the lower thermocline. The model correctly predicts increased exchange between the jet with depth as seen in the float observations. Taking a cue from this approach, in this paper the value of \(\psi_0\) is scaled with depth to model the real-world vertical variation in current speed.

The streamfunction is now given by:

\[
\psi(x, y, z, t) = 1 - \tanh\left(\frac{y - B(t) \sin(k(x - ct))}{\sqrt{1 + k^2 B^2(t) \cos^2(k(x - ct))}}\right)
\]

(2)

The resulting equations for the dimensional \(x, y\) and \(z\)-velocity of nodes in the modified 3D MCM mobility model are:

\[
u'(x, y, z, t) = -\psi_0(z) \lambda^{-1} \frac{\partial \psi(x, y, z, t)}{\partial y}
\]

(3)

\[
v'(x, y, z, t) = \psi_0(z) \lambda^{-1} \frac{\partial \psi(x, y, z, t)}{\partial x}
\]

(4)

\[
w'(x, y, z, t) = 0
\]

(5)

where \(B(t) = A + \epsilon \cos(\omega t)\), the physical units for distance and time are nondimensionalized according to \(d' = k_d d = \lambda d\) and \(t' = k_t t = (\psi_0(0))^{-1} \lambda t\). Time is nondimensionalized according to the speed at the surface reference level so the streamfunction must apply a correction factor \(\psi_0(0)\) at different depths. Nodes only move horizontally in this model.

The downstream speed of the Gulf Stream plotted in [9] and reproduced here as Figure 2 is used to model a realistic dropoff in the current speed with depth. The scale factor \(\psi_0(z) \propto s_z(z)\) is scaled in this paper according to Figure 3, which is obtained by fitting the values at the marked points of Figure 2. The resulting mobility model consists of a meandering jet. The pattern of meanders propagates to the east with phase speed \(c' = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda'}\). The streamfunctions of the model, which has been configured as a typical coastal current[5], at depths of 0m and 500m are shown in Figure 4. The streamfunctions are depicted in the comoving frame, moving at phase speed, and represent the trajectory of nodes if the streamfunction did not change with time. The jet can be clearly seen. At the edge of the meander crests, nodes move eastwards slower than the phase speed and are left behind by the jet. The nodes do not continue along the jet until the next peak passes them. This gives rise to the appearance of recirculating vortices in the comoving frame.

Figure 3: Mobility model scale factor \(\psi_0(z)\), against depth, relative to the surface value
the network. Sources transmit on average one 50 byte packet per second, before other headers are added, at 50 kbps[11]. The original DBR scenario data rate of 10 kbps led to too much congestion, where network capacity was having the most effect on the performance instead of the routing protocols. The size of the data packet with all headers included except the routing header is 94 bytes, as QualNet requires adding UDP and IP headers. Packets are generated at the source on each second but are not transmitted until after a short delay, uniformly randomly selected from lasting between 0 and 1 s, to prevent synchronization. At the link layer, a CSMA (carrier sense multiple access) MAC (media access control) protocol is used[20]. A packet is dropped if the number of backoffs exceeds four.

The physical layer in the DBR simulation is not clearly described. Only a transmission range of 100 m is stated, which presumes a binary erasure channel. In this paper, the more realistic channel model in [11] is adopted. The path loss is defined by the Urick propagation model, \( A(d, f) = d^6 \alpha(f)^2 \), where \( d \) is the distance, \( f \) is the signal frequency, the spreading factor \( k = 1.5 \) and Thorp's formula is substituted for the absorption coefficient \( \alpha(f) \). The underwater propagation speed is fixed at 1500 m/s. Rayleigh fading is assumed and the bit error rate (BER) at the receiver is calculated for BPSK (binary phase shift keying) modulation at that signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). A packet is only successfully received if there are no bit errors. The transmit power is set to 105 dB re \( \mu Pa \) and the receiver sensitivity and noise power to 75 dB so that with path loss the SNR of the signal is 0 dB and just barely undetectable at a distance of 100 m, which is consistent with the transmission range of the LinkQuest UWM1000 commercial underwater acoustic modem. The power consumption of this model is used for sensors in this paper. In sending, receiving and idle modes nodes consume 2W, 0.1W and 10mW of power respectively.

All nodes in the simulation move under the extended MCM mobility model defined in Section 3, with parameters chosen from [5] for typical coastal currents of \( A = 1.2, c = 0.12, k = 2\pi/7.5, \omega = 0.4, \epsilon = 0.3 \) and with non-dimensional units for time and distance of 0.03 days and 1 km. To account for the vertical current variation, the scale factor \( \psi(z) \) in the mobility model equation is scaled by the fitted curve in Figure 3, where \( s(z) = \frac{1}{100} \). Streamfunctions for these settings are depicted in Figure 4. The box volume where nodes are initially deployed in the mobility model pattern is delineated in red. The position of nodes every 10 s is found by numerically integrating the velocity field from Equation (5) in MATLAB using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. The co-ordinates are fed into QualNet as waypoints and in simulation nodes move with constant speed to reach each new position just as the interval elapses.

The effect of mobility on the network topology is measured by the node connectivity. A node is connected if any multi-hop route exists to a sink, where the degree of connectivity is equal to the number of distinct sinks the node is able to reach. The main routing protocol performance metrics that are considered are packet delivery ratio (PDR), end-to-end delay and energy consumption. The PDR of a source is the proportion of packets received correctly by at least one sink over the total number of packets sent. The time between when a packet is sent until the earliest time it reaches a sink comprises the end-to-end delay, and only considers delivered packets. The total energy consumption of the network is
used to judge the overhead of the protocol.

The network was simulated over 3 hours under both DBR and HydroCast. Two types of simulations were run. In the first case the mobility model was processed offline to calculate the distribution of nodes at each half-hourly interval \( t = \{0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0\} \) h and their motion 200 s either side of this time. The simulation was then executed.

The network was left to run for the first 200 s, with statistics only being gathered during the latter 200 s once the network has stabilized. This provides a discrete snapshot of the PDR and end-to-end delay at the corresponding point in the network’s drift. The scenario was run over the full 3 hour duration in the second type to record the overall energy consumption. The network was simulated with \( n = 100 - 600 \) sensors in 100 increments. Not all network sizes are plotted later on for clarity. Each simulation is repeated 20 times with different seeds used to generate the initial \( t = 0 \) s randomly deployed node distributions. These seed values have been kept consistent between the full and discrete simulations and runs testing different network parameters, so the topology statistics at a particular time over one set of 20 runs is the same across all simulations. No seeds are needed for the modified MCM mobility model, which is deterministic. The median value of 20 runs are reported with uncertainty bars consisting of the 25% and 75% quartiles of measured results.

### 4.2 Depth-Based Routing

DBR is tunable using two parameters, the depth threshold \( d_n \) and the holding time parameter \( \delta \). In DBR, packets are routed exclusively using a greedy forwarding algorithm. Nodes that overhear a transmission decide to forward it if the difference between the depth of the packet’s previous hop \( d_p \) and the current node \( d_c \) exceeds the depth threshold, that is \( d_n \leq d_p - d_c \). Nodes wait a linear holding time:

\[
T_H = \alpha(R - (d_p - d_c))
\]

before forwarding the packet, where the coefficient \( \alpha = \frac{2}{V_0} \) and the speed of sound underwater, which are set for DBR to 100 m and 1500 m/s in the simulation. The holding time varies inversely linearly with \( d_p - d_c \), causing higher nodes closer to the sinks to forward the packet first. Lower waiting nodes that hear the following broadcast are able to cancel their now redundant transmission. If queueing and processing delays are negligible as well as the transmission duration of the packet, then the packet first broadcast by node \( i \) will be received in time by lower node \( j \) to cancel its own transmission if \( d_i - d_j \geq \delta \) [20]. A smaller value of \( \delta \) can prevent more redundant broadcasts but at the expense of longer holding times.

When the packet transmission delay is included, the broadcast is received in its entirety in time to prevent the lower node from sending if

\[
\alpha > \frac{t_{i,a} - t_{i,j} + t_{i,j} + t_{data}}{d_i - d_j}
\]

where \( t_{data} \) is the propagation delay from node \( a \) to node \( b \) and \( t_{data} \) is the transmission delay of the data packet. The DBR data packet header is 16 bytes long as simulated in this paper and the total size of the data packet at the physical layer is 110 bytes.

### 4.3 HydroCast

A major problem with DBR is that the depth threshold and holding time parameter are fixed during the operation of the protocol. HydroCast in effect leverages neighbor information to find the optimal holding time and forwarders at each hop. Beacons are periodically broadcast for nodes to acquire information on neighbor depths and distances to their two-hop neighbors. A heuristic algorithm finds a cluster of hidden terminal-free nodes lying above the node that, out of all its neighbors, would maximize the expected depth-wise advance to the surface if a packet was forwarded to them. When the node has a packet to send, it is able to specify these nodes in the packet header. Only the nodes in this forwarding set will attempt to forward the packet.

Like DBR, forwarders wait a linear holding time given by Equation (6) before transmitting. As the forwarders and their pairwise distances are known in HydroCast, the value of the holding time coefficient \( \alpha \) is adaptively set to the minimum value in Equation (7). Ideally, if any node in the cluster forwards the packet, all other redundant transmissions are suppressed as other holding cluster members are able to overhear the broadcast in time and there are no hidden terminals. In comparison the static holding time parameter, \( \delta \), in DBR cannot guarantee redundant transmissions are prevented if the separation between nodes is smaller, or causes an excess delay to be waited.

In greedy forwarding, a problem may arise when the node is in a void area where there are no neighbors that move the packet closer to the destination. In DBR, the protocol reaches a dead-end. However, HydroCast specifies a local lower-depth-first recovery mode where nodes that are local maxima are required to maintain a route along the void floor surface of the network to another node of lesser depth, so that packets can be routed out of the void area and greedy forwarding can be resumed at this point. Both local maxima and surface status can be obtained from beacon neighbor status. Details of the recovery mechanism are not available in [11].

HydroCast is configured with the same parameters in this paper’s simulations as those reported in [11]. Beacons are exchanged every 30 seconds plus a jitter that is interpreted here as an additional delay uniformly randomly selected between 0 – 30 seconds. The beacon data is set to expire after 90 seconds if not updated by the same neighbor. Parameter \( k \) - the number of random vectors checked for domination to determine whether the node is on the network face- is set to 20 and a Bloom filter of size 150 bits is used to store the forwarding set. The variable \( \beta = 0.5 \) and the maximum allowable delay per hop \( \gamma = 10 \) s/m.

HydroCast is evaluated with and without the recovery mechanism in this paper, labelled as HydroCast-RECOVERY and HydroCast-GREEDY respectively. With lower-depth-first recovery, packets that end up in a local maxima are flooded by nodes on the void floor surface until a higher sensor is reached and switches back to greedy forwarding. Nodes that receive a flooded packet do not wait a holding time as the forwarding set is not known to adaptively set \( \alpha \).

The sizes of the flooding and data packets at the physical layer in QualNet are 126 bytes and 161 bytes. The beacon size varies with the number of neighbors. The maximum size observed was 204 bytes.
5. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the performance based on four metrics: degree of connectivity, PDR, end-to-end delay and energy consumption.

Degree of connectivity: Results shown in Figure 5 are obtained by analyzing the node positions at each half hour. Devices are considered to be in communications range if they are within 100m of each other in any direction, and a brute force search along all hops is performed to determine how many sinks each source could reach. The results show sources lose contact through the network to the sinks on the surface with time, which is expected. The maximum speed of nodes in the center of mobility model jet decreases with depth, from 0.30 ms^{-1} on the surface to 0.22 ms^{-1} at 500 m depth where the sinks are sequestered. Not only that but, as shown in Figure 4, when this speed is lower the region of recirculating vortices extends deeper towards the center of the meandering jet. At the surface the initial deployment area is square in the meandering jet. However, at 500 m depth, the bottom right corner is grazing the edge of a vortex, where it is detrained from the jet and not picked up until the next crest passes over it, which ultimately causes nodes located at this depth to not progress as fast downstream in the jet. After t = 1.5 h, sources are completely disconnected in the 100-node network and this network size is omitted from later figures as the scenario does not produce any meaningful results. Only the 200- and 300-node topologies display a large decrease in the degree of connectivity between t = 0 – 3 h. For n = 400 – 600, sources are still connected to a median of at least 8 out of a possible 10 sink nodes after t = 3 h.

PDR: Unlike the connectivity, a proportionate change is not reflected in the PDR performances of both protocols, which are plotted separately in Figures 6 and 7. A general choice of parameters for DBR is used where d_{th} = 0 m and \( \delta = 100 \text{ m} \), the maximal transmission range, which is found in [20] to give the best end-to-end delay with negligible increase in energy consumption. In the cases of both DBR and HydroCast-GREEDY, the PDR has declined to zero or near-zero within time t = 3 h of the network being deployed. The PDR increases with the number of nodes deployed, although the benefit becomes minor above 400 nodes where boosting the network size to 600 nodes, a 33% increase, only changes the initial PDR of DBR by 5%. However, even with 600 nodes, the PDR of the network when DBR is used at t = 3 h is 3.3% compared to 87% at t = 0 h. Nodes do not fail or run out of energy in the scenario, so this dropoff is entirely due to mobility. The performance over time of HydroCast-RECOVERY is completely different. An 18% dropoff in PDR between t = 0 h and 3 h is measured for the network sizes n = 400 and 600 nodes that is consistent with the change in connectivity degree observed in Figure 5, which decreases from 10 to more than 8 sink nodes. This indicates that sufficient routes to the surface still exist that can be followed by downward flooding around void areas, but which DBR and HydroCast are prevented from exploiting if only greedy forwarding to upper nodes is allowed.

The PDR of HydroCast-GREEDY is lower than DBR and follows a similar falloff trend with time. On average, the PDR is 53% less at t = 0 h. The PDR of HydroCast is also worse than DBR in [11], but, in their results, enabling lower-depth-first recovery leads to HydroCast outperforming DBR. Here, the PDR of HydroCast-RECOVERY is initially identical to within uncertainties with network size but has less than half the value of DBR or HydroCast-GREEDY. The face routing protocol used by [11] is not specified. Surface flooding and route discovery packets are both mentioned. It may be that paths are stored in [11], whereas in this implementation the packet is always flooded that results in more channel contention and dropped packets. The scenarios are also different. The parameters used for DBR are also not defined in [11] and a fixed holding time is em-
Figure 8: Median end-to-end delay of DBR under different network sizes; $\delta = 100$ m, $d_{th} = 0$ m

Figure 9: Median end-to-end delay of HydroCast with lower-depth-first recovery flooding disabled and enabled under different network sizes.

Figure 10: Median total network energy consumption for DBR and HydroCast, where the number of nodes $n = 200$ and 400. DBR: $\delta = 100$ m, $d_{th} = 0$ m

Figure 11: Maximum individual node energy consumption for DBR and HydroCast, evaluated out of all sensors in the network, where the number of nodes $n = 200$ and 400. The median energy across simulation runs is plotted. DBR: $\delta = 100$ m, $d_{th} = 0$ m

Delay: The end-to-end delay over 200s with the network at different time states is plotted for DBR in Figure 8. The latency at $t = 0$ is virtually identical for different network sizes, which matches the results in [20]. As the network drifts apart with time, the delay increases. This is attributed to packets having to travel laterally over a greater total distance to sinks that have moved further ahead in the jet. Lines terminate before $t = 3$ h when no packets are received by any sinks to calculate the latency. Figure 9 shows the end-to-end delay for HydroCast. The latency for HydroCast-GREEDY is higher than HydroCast-RECOVERY, but shows no consistent upwards or downwards trend with time. Greedy forwarding causes nodes to wait an adaptive holding time. With face routing, packets are also flooded that are immediately sent to the MAC layer for transmission. The maximum holding time can be set by varying $\gamma$ and, in future work, it would be worthwhile to investigate the effect this parameter has on end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio and energy consumption in HydroCast.

The large uncertainty bars observed as time increases arise when the existence of routes is highly dependent on the distribution of nodes in a sparse network. The static end-to-end delay over time of HydroCast with lower-depth-first recovery suggests that the increasing lateral separation of sinks and sources under drift and the lengthening of the propagation time is being balanced.

Energy consumption: Energy management underwater is crucial. Not only does acoustic communications require more power than terrestrial RF signals but UASNs are less densely deployed than land-based WSNs, and therefore less tolerant to the loss of links. Two types of energy graphs are plotted using the running results from the full 3 hour network simulations. The total network energy consumption summed across all devices is plotted in Figure 10 for $n = 200$ and 400 sensors. As expected, the larger and hence denser network has higher absolute energy consumption as there are more receivers per hop and redundant forwarders.

The maximum energy consumption by any sensor in the network up to this point in time is graphed in Figure 11. The intersection of any curve with the sensor battery capacity allows the lifetime of the network to be determined, which can be defined as the time until the first node runs out of energy[16]. The results show that the additional forwarder suppression of HydroCast-GREEDY produced by a hidden terminal free forwarding set and adaptive holding time reduces the network energy consumption of the protocol below DBR, despite extra header and beacon overhead. Adding 2D surface flooding causes HydroCast-RECOVERY's energy...
consumption to exceed DBR and the rate of consumption does not decrease as fast as other protocols with time but remains almost constant. This matches its largely static end-to-end delay and PDR. However, measuring energy consumption by the maximum sensor usage shows that the network has the shortest lifetime under DBR.

6. CONCLUSION

The impact current mobility has on underwater acoustic sensor networks is a major issue. In this paper, the performance of two pressure routing protocols: DBR and HydroCast is evaluated in a simulated UASN drifting under a physically-inspired mobility model, which has been configured to model 3D coastal currents. Data is generated along the bottom network layer, like in submarine or oil plume monitoring applications. During the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, a concern was being able to track underwater oil plumes if they became entrained in the fast-flowing Loop Current. The results show that void recovery in geographic routing protocols allows the protocol to still operate after the network has drifted over a longer period. The packet delivery ratio of HydroCast only decreases by 18% after 3 hours, whereas DBR, which only uses greedy forwarding, cannot route any packets to sinks. Controlled node mobility could be used to reduce the proportion of local depth minimum nodes and void areas, which increases as the network becomes sparser. Development of a distributed topology reorganization scheme that adjusts the depths of nodes is planned for future work.
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